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Sermon, 3rd Sunday after Pentecost, Proper 6, June 13, 2021, Jane A. Beebe 

‘“With what can we compare the kingdom of God, or what parable will we use for it? It is like a 
mustard seed, which, when sown upon the ground, is the smallest of all the seeds on earth; yet 
when it is sown it grows up and becomes the greatest of all shrubs, and puts forth large branches, 
so that the birds of the air can make nests in its shade.”’ (Mark 4:30-231) 
 

 We are now in a season known as “Ordinary Time.” Thankfully it is a 

season we get to hear Jesus’ wonderful parables, usually based on images and 

events that are part of “ordinary” life. Over and over again, Jesus suggests that it is 

what we see and experience in our normal, everyday existence that points us to the 

Kingdom; the Kingdom breaks into our awareness through what is small, what is 

ordinary. We have two parables this morning—and both of them are tiny! Each is 

only two sentences long. What we hear in these parables is in contrast to the 

“weight of glory” I spoke of last week. Yet both the tiny seeds and the more 

glorious manifestations of God’s presence are two sides of the same truth: God is 

everywhere, within and without. 

Br. James Koester of SSJE said this in a recent homily: 

“For the last ten months we have been living in a dark, and even empty place, yet 
this place is not devoid of signs of the kingdom. If we are truly attuned to the 
words of Jesus, we can see the kingdom of God breaking in all around us. Just as 
he pointed to something as small and insignificant as a mustard seed, as a sign of 
the breaking in of God’s kingdom, so too is life in a time of pandemic and 
lockdown full of kingdom moments.” (Br. James Koester, SSJE) 
 
 Some of you have told me of such moments. Perhaps planning for, and then 

working in a garden provided solace and meaning to your daily life. Some of you 
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were grateful for what you could observe out your windows: birds, foxes, sunsets, 

friendly neighbors. Maybe there was that phone call or card that arrived at just the 

right moment, or the eventual joy of embracing grandchildren again. God has 

literally seeded our existence with such glimpses of the Kingdom. God invites us 

to contemplate them, so that when we least expect it, we find we have entered that 

Kingdom—even if only fleetingly. 

In the beginning of Mark Jesus proclaims that the Kingdom of God has 

come near. It is as if it is hidden in plain sight. I believe God delights in our efforts 

to seek Him, to pay attention, to listen for His voice. (In the same way, God seems 

to want us to pray, even when God already knows what it is we need). Even in the 

smallest seed is hidden all that is needed to grow into something beautiful, life-

giving, and useful. Many seeds are nutritious all by themselves. Yet it is 

astonishing how something so small as a mustard seed can grow into a leafy shrub 

that can shelter birds. While mustard is growing in a field it produces gorgeous 

yellow flowers—surely enough of a reason for God to have created it. The leaves 

are edible, the seeds can be ground into a condiment that is probably present in 

most of our pantries. Mustard seeds are an essential pickling spice. 

Particularly a year ago, when it seemed our time apart was going to last 

longer than we hoped, I was grateful for daily walks. I am not a great 

photographer, but sometimes I take a picture with my phone so that I can preserve 
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memories of what I have seen. In looking back through some of my photos, I 

noticed that what had caught my eye were small things. There is a picture of a 

small turtle I saw beside the bike path. It caught my eye because its shell gleamed; 

it was wet, having likely just emerged from a nearby pond. Yet what really drew 

me was the startlingly beautiful color of its inner shell: a radiant orange. I also took 

pictures of a frog, also resting by the side of the trail, tiny daisies, and a chipmunk. 

When I was at the church a year ago, the day before Pentecost, I took a picture of a 

single iris blooming in front of the church’s sign. 

In thinking of the smallness of the mustard seed, I thought of how 

sometimes Jesus would speak of “little ones,” especially in Luke. Sometimes he 

meant children, yet there was a sense in which he thought of his disciples as his 

“little ones” also. We are all children of God. Jesus does not exploit or denigrate 

this smallness, this vulnerability. I believe Jesus cherishes this quality in us when 

he finds it. He says quite plainly that one must become like a little child in order to 

enter the Kingdom. (Matthew 18:3) It is the small thing, the fragile thing that is 

most in need of love. Yet if that love is there, it flourishes, becoming capable of 

providing refuge and nourishment of all kinds. 

Julian of Norwich had a series of visions that she then wrote down, showing 

her that God’s essential qualities are divine mercy and love. One of her more 
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famous images is that of the hazelnut, also a small seed. Yet she was able to 

perceive that the whole of God’s Kingdom was contained in it. She says: 

“And in this vision he also showed me a little thing, the size of a hazelnut, lying in 
the palm of my hand, and it was as round as a ball, as it seemed to me. I looked at 
it and thought, ‘What can this be?’ And the answer came to me in a general way, 
like this, ‘It is all that is made.’ I wondered how it could last, for it seemed to me 
so small that it might have disintegrated suddenly into nothingness. And I was 
answered in my understanding, ‘It lasts, and always will, because God loves it; and 
in the same way everything has its being through the love of God.’” 
 
Julian of Norwich. Revelations of Divine Love (Oxford World's Classics) (p. 7). 
OUP Oxford. Kindle Edition. 
 
 


